The concept mixed emotions refers to the experience of multiple emotions or affective states at the same time or the toggling between multiple emotions. Studies of mixed emotions include research on a number of distinct phenomena including the co-occurrence of feelings, blends of same and different emotion valences, flexible and dynamic appraisals of emotions and feelings, asynchrony of behavioral reactions and subjective feelings, spillover of moods, fluctuations in feelings, and transitions from one emotion to another. It brings to mind numerous questions about process, for example: Which emotions, emotion components, or affective experiences are mixed? How and why does the mixing process arise? How much time does the process take? When are emotions and affective states mixed: Do some situations/contexts afford a mixture and others not? What functions and outcomes are associated with mixed emotions? Overlaid with these questions, are others about individual and life-span developmental differences in the ability to experience mixed emotions as well as enquiries about measurement and analytic strategies.
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Proposals that feelings may be mixed, blended, dynamic, and complex, provide a fertile ground on which to test theories of emotion and our understanding of basic processes. They also have implications for the study of decision-making, subjective well-being, and mental health. These themes were explored at an interdisciplinary conference in October 2015 organized by the University of Michigan Bio-Social Methods Collaborative and sponsored by the Institute for Social Research and the NIH National Institute on Aging (U13 AG047793). A summary of the conference discussions together with an archive of videoed presentations and slides is available online at: http://biosocialmethods.isr.umich.edu/resources/ mixedemotions/. This collection of short reviews reflects current continued and evolving interest in many of the open research questions, methodological concerns, and application implications, raised during the 2015 conference. Together, the papers in this special issue highlight the broad scope of contemporary theory and research on emotions across different fields and provide a window into new insights spurned by the idea that mixed emotions are a phenomenon in need of explanation.
Four papers discuss theoretical refinements to accommodate the phenomenon of mixed emotions. Hoemann et al. consider the role played by the structure and function of the human nervous system in the generation of mixed emotions. They suggest that the human brain applies a Bayesian filter to incoming sensory input to generate context-sensitive predictions and categorize emotional experience. Within this framework, mixed emotions
